
will operate with wholesome effect, by opening the 
eyes of the authorities to the absolute necessity of 
directing special attention to the requirements of the 
people, who after centuries of oppression have become 
apathetic and inert, which unfits them for the spon
taneous action that should be exer ted against the 
dangerous exigencies of their climate. T h e govern
ment of C y p r u s must be to a certain extent paternal, 
and the plant ing of trees that will eventual ly benefit 
not only individuals, but the island general ly, and 
ultimately the revenue, should be made compulsory, in 
proportion to the area of the various holdings, due 
assistance be ing accorded to the proprietors by w a y 
of loans. 

T h e eucalyptus is suitable for many locali t ies in the 
lowlands of Larnaca and Famagous ta , and it might 
be profitably introduced throughout such s w a m p y soils 
as the neighbourhood of Morphu and other similar 
positions with g o o d sanitary results ; but such trees 
will represent the woods and forests of the low 
country without a product ive income to the population ; 
whereas by an enforced cult ivation of fruit-trees upon 
every holding the island would in a few years become 
a garden, and the exportat ion of fruit to E g y p t , only 
thirty hours' distant, would be the commencement of 
an important trade, a l ike beneficial to the individual 
proprietors and to the island general ly . 

A t the present time, and for many years past, 
Alexandr ia has been supplied with all fruits from 
Jaffa, Beyrout , and various ports on the coast of Syria, 
but there is no reason why Cyp rus should not 
eventually monopolise the trade, if special attention 
shall be bestowed (by the sugges ted department of 
W o o d s and Forests) upon the qualities and cultivation 


